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DESCRIPTION
Schiff base condensations are thermodynamically regulated and
enabling the synthesis of complex structures by a system of trial
error method in reactions combining multifunctional aldehydes
and amines. By hydrogenating carbon nitrogen bonds under
controlled conditions back hydrolysis was avoided. Stable rings
and cages of several sizes can be created by this way. Schiff base
condensations are more complicated chemical complexes whose
structure is governed by the geometrical preferences of metals
which can be addressed by transition and post transition metal
ions by the coordinative interactions with amine nitrogen atoms.
Multinuclear metal complexes having shapes of double helices,
tetrahedral containers and borromean rings have been created by
schiff base condensations. These molecular creations cannot be
compared with the great works of art in painting and sculpture
found in the surrounding world. Schiff’s base is a nitrogen
analogue of the aldehyde or ketone in which present in carbonyl
group which has been replaced by an amine or azomethine
group. It is also known as an azomethine.

The biological actions of Schiff’s bases have been demonstrated
to a wide range including antifungal, antibacterial, antimalarial,
antiproliferative, anti-inflammatory and antipyretic effects.
Various natural and synthetic substances have azomethine
groups. It has been demonstrated that the amine group in the
structure of the compounds is essential for their biological
actions. Schiff’s bases are significant substances because of
various industrial uses they have. By adding schiff’s bases to
polymer films is to increase poly methyl methacrylate resistance
to degradation protect polystyrene from photodegradation and
photostabilize poly vinyl chloride polymers against
photodegradation by ultraviolet radiation. Endless list of records
occurs when search for schiff bases in any chemistry database by
demonstrating the significance of such derivatives in chemistry.
They also serve as reactants in a number of synthetic organic
processes, crucial scaffolds in the organometallic chemistry,
structural core of priceless catalysts and pharmacological
presidiums against the variety of several diseases and
pathological conditions.

Approaches in chitosan schiff-base hydrogels

Large part to the novel properties, these compounds meet early 
research in the field of reactions using Schiff base production 
mainly focused exclusively on low molecular weight compounds. 
However, when polymers became more relevant to society and 
their practical significance in wide range of sectors came into 
light. This fundamental reaction present in classical organic 
chemistry took the new significance. Special place among these 
types of materials belongs to the hydrogels.

Hydrogels: Polymeric biomaterial is a type of hydrogels can be 
fabricated by impressively having high absorbing degrees and 
specifically tailored surfaces which are high biocompatible in 
various biological environments having similar texture and 
mechanical properties to Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) and soft 
tissues.

Simplistic classification of hydrogels into physical and chemical 
referring to nature of the crosslinks as non-covalent and covalent 
bonds which overwhelming the amount of literature and 
research that exists in this type of material is proof by polymers 
using when fabricating a hydrogel and how much the inter 
catenary interactions can combine. Thus leading to stable and 
highly hydrophilic networks, conductive hydrogels have the 
potential to self-heal when injured by pressures.

Schiff base bonds, disulfide bonds, borate ester bonds and diels–
alder reactions are best examples of covalent bonds. Hydrogen 
bonds, metal coordination bonds, host guest interactions and 
hydrophobic interactions are examples of non-covalent bonds. 
These linkages may be repeatedly broken and repaired by the 
hydrogel having the self-healing properties.

CONCLUSION
Spontaneous regeneration of structure is a biologically inspired 
phenomenon which was successfully translated to the intelligent 
polymer materials. The self-healing ability was implemented to 
hydrogels and remarkable progress for areas such as wound 
dressing, sensor, drug delivery, systems tissue fillers and 
reconstruction. During development of Schiff base hydrogels,
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the self-healing behaviour was influenced by number of factors.
These types of variations can be divided into two categories such
as factors relating to structure and composition and external
factors such as solution parameters, temperature and freeze
thawing cycles.

By increase in CHO ratio may occur due to the higher
concentration in the aldehyde bearing compound. It was

observed that by increase in aldehyde concentration the network
becomes stiffer and consequently exhibits a lower self-healing
ability. It was observed that a prolonged incubation may induce
maturation effect which was similar to supplementary aldehyde
content. This reaction continues as long as the conditions are
favourable. However, this type of phenomenon has negative
impact on recovery properties of the material.
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